We study domain walls which can be created in the Standard Model under the assumption that it is valid up to very high energy scales. We focus on domain walls interpolating between the physical electroweak vacuum and the global minimum appearing at very high field strengths. The creation of the network which ends up in the electroweak vacuum percolating through the Universe is not as difficult to obtain as one may expect, although it requires certain tuning of initial conditions. Our numerical simulations confirm that such domain walls would swiftly decay and thus cannot dominate the Universe. We discuss the possibility of detection of gravitational waves produced in this scenario. We have found that for the standard cosmology the energy density of these gravitational waves is too small to be observed in present and planned detectors. *
I. INTRODUCTION
After the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider [1, 2] all of the parameters of the Standard Model (SM) are known with high accuracy. This knowledge has enabled the quantitative study of the RG improved effective SM potential, which revealed an interesting structure at field strengths higher than approximately 10 11 GeV where the potential drops below the electroweak vacuum values and leads to a new minimum at superplanckian field strengths. The possibility of the tunnelling from a physical electroweak symmetry breaking minimum (EWSB) to the deeper minimum located at superplanckian values of the Higgs field and corresponding instability of the observed vacuum have been widely discussed in the literature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
It is possible that in the early Universe, for example during inflation [12, 13] , the Higgs field fluctuations were large enough to overcome the potential barrier between the two minima. This would result in creation of a network of domain walls which interpolate between areas of the Universe occupied by the Higgs field laying in different minima. Evolution of these structures is our main interest. To remain independent from a specific model of the early Universe we investigate dependence of our results on initial conditions: a mean value of the field strength and an amplitude of fluctuations.
If minima of the potential are not degenerate, domain walls interpolating between these minima are unstable and they annihilate on a time scale which depends on the fraction of the space occupied by the field strength corresponding to the global minimum of the potential, the bias between minima (i.e. the difference between values of the potential at minima) and the value of the derivative on both sides of the local maximum separating the minima [14] . Numerical simulations based on Press, Ryden, Spergel (PRS) algorithm [15] revealed that the conformal time needed for networks of the SM domain walls to decay is relatively short and of the order of 10
−9
GeV . The effective equation of state of a network of cosmological domain walls is generically predicted with coefficient −2/3 < w X < −1/3. The energy density of the network of stable domain walls decreases (with the expansion) slower then the energy density of both radiation and dust, acting as dark energy, so long lived domain walls tend to dominate the Universe. However dark energy with such equation of state is ruled out by the present data. Moreover domain walls which pose a significant fraction of the energy density of the Universe at recombination would produce unacceptably large fluctuations of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR). However, very short lifetime of the SM domain walls makes them consistent with the observational data.
During the process of the decay of domain walls the energy of the field is transferred to other degrees of freedom, both SM particles and gravitational waves (GWs) can be produced. The recent observation of GWs at the LIGO and the Virgo experiments [16] promoted spectrum of GWs to one of the most promising observables which could in principle probe domain walls in the early Universe. Moreover GWs produced from networks of domain walls could partially polarise CMBR, marking it with a distinctive pattern. We estimate the spectrum of GWs produced during the decay of SM domain walls using two methods: a semi-analytical approximation used in previous studies [17, 18] and a direct calculation utilising a lattice simulation. Both approaches predict the energy density of GWs orders of magnitude smaller than the sensitivity of present and planned detectors of GWs. Our result for the case of the standard cosmology excludes the possibility of detection of GWs produced by domain walls of the Higgs field in near future. The present energy density of GWs produced by domain walls could be greater if the evolution of the Universe before formation of domain walls was different then in the standard scenario. However this possibility is hard to investigate using lattice simulations due to their small dynamical range and require semi-analytical extrapolation.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II we briefly remind the form of the RG improved effective potential in the SM. The method we use to estimate the width of domain walls is derived in subsection III A and is applied to the SM in subsection III B. Section IV is dedicated to the estimation of the lifetime of networks of domain walls. We discuss the dependence of the lifetime on initial conditions: the time of formation in subsection IV A, the average value of the field strength and its standard deviation at the initialisation in subsection IV B. Section V contains brief derivation of the numerical algorithm used to calculate the spectrum of GWs emitted during the decay of domain walls. This spectrum is presented in section VI.
II. RG IMPROVED SM EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
Previous studies of the evolution of domain walls focused on the dynamics driven by a classical action S cl . However quantum corrections may introduce significant modifications for large enough field strengths, as it happens in the case of the SM where a new minimum of the effective potential is generated at superplanckian field strengths. The starting point for our work is observation that the expectation value of the field strength Ψ cl (x) satisfies the following equation of motion (eom):
where Γ eff is the 1PI effective action. The effective potential V eff is determined by the value of Γ eff at the expectation value which is constant in time and space Ψ cl (x) = ψ cl by the equation:
where V , T are respectively the volume and the time extent of the compact region in which we consider our theory. 2 The constant field ψ cl with strength equal to the extremum of the effective potential V eff is the solution of eom from eq. (1). However constant fields are not the only solutions of eq. (1) and space-time depended solutions are our main interest.
The 1PI effective action Γ eff is rarely known exactly and in practical applications must be approximated. We have used the following approximation:
where φ is a real scalar field which models the Higgs field in our simulations and V SM is the effective potential of the SM in zero temperature. The eom for the approximated effective action proposed in eq. (3) is of the form:
assuming the Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric background:
where Latin indices correspond to spatial coordinates, t is cosmic time and η denotes conformal time (such that dη = 1 a(t) dt). For the purpose of this paper we assumed that the time evolution of the scale factor a(η) is as in the radiation domination epoch i.e. grows linearly:
where H(η) is the value of the Hubble constant at the conformal time η and a in is a constant which sets the value of the scale factor a at the time when radiation starts to dominate the Universe. The back reaction from domain walls to the metric tensor was neglected. This assumption is supported by the following reasoning. The present experimental data shows that the Universe is nearly flat, so it was nearly flat in the past too. That means that a total energy density was nearly equal to the critical density
where H denote the Hubble constant. Comparing ρ c with the difference between values of V SM at the maximum v max and at the EWSB minimum v EW SB which is of the order of
37 GeV 4 (with one sigma confidence region ranging from 10 34 GeV 4 -10 42 GeV 4 ) one finds that the Universe had the total density of the same order when the Hubble constant was of the order of 1 GeV which is much smaller then the Hubble constant at the end of our simulation (49). The spatial fluctuations of the energy density induced by Higgs domain walls constituted a very small fraction of the total energy density.
The precise shape of the effective potential V SM has been long and extensively studied, see e.g. [11] and [9] . Since the discovery of the Higgs boson all of parameters of the SM potential are known accurately enough to enable quantitative study of V SM . As an approximation of V SM we have used the following expression:
where λ (n) eff (h; µ) denotes n-loop correction to the quartic term, h is the Higgs field strength. It depends on µ through the running couplings λ, g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , y top . We neglect very small Yukawa couplings of leptons and quarks, keeping only the large top Yukawa coupling y top .
The field strength h appears in λ eff only via the logarithmic corrections log(h/µ). We use renormalization group equations (RGEs) to improve validity of the loop expansion and we substitute µ = |h| to ensure the corrections are small.
The loop level up to which we work is two for λ eff and three for RGEs. We have used expressions for λ (1) eff , λ (2) eff , RGEs of m, λ, g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , y top and their values renormalised at the scale µ = m top taken from [4] .
The potential V SM used in our simulations is presented in figure 1 . It resembles a mexican hat only at scales O(10 2 GeV). At larger scales it is determined by the behaviour of λ eff , which decreases all the way from λ eff (∼ 10 2 GeV) ∼ 0.1, down to λ eff (∼ 10 17 GeV) ∼ −0.02. Along that way the potential reaches a maximum around the value |h| max ∼ 10 10 GeV, V max ∼ 10 34 GeV 4 . Slope of the potential is much steeper for field values |h| > |h| max than it is for |h| < |h| max , and potential quickly decreases below value at the electroweak (EW) minimum for field strengths |h| 10 10 GeV.
Assuming validity of the SM up to such high scales, one witnesses an intricate vacuum structure, which in principle allows for formation and non-trivial evolution of domain walls in the early Universe. At the same time the need to control dynamics of the field throughout disparate energy scales poses a considerable technical challenge. Minima of the SM effective potential lay at very different scales the EW minimum is at the field strength of the order of 246 GeV, second minimum is positioned at superplanckian values of field strength and the local maximum separating these minima is at the field strength of the order of 10 10 GeV. Moreover minima of the SM potential are highly non-degenerate. Previous studies of the evolution of domain walls have concentrated on the case of nearly degenerate minima.
The RG improved effective potential of the SM is known only as a numerical solution of the RGEs and had to be modelled numerically in our simulations. Due to experimental uncertainties of parameters of the SM the effective potential is known only with certain precision. The main impact on the inaccuracy of the SM potential comes from uncertainties σ Mt , σ M h in determination of masses of the top quark M t and the Higgs boson M h . We have adopted a conservative estimation σ ∂V of this inaccuracy of the form:
where
(|h|) denotes the value of derivative of the RG improved potential at point |h| calculated with mass of the top quark equal to M 1 and mass of the Higgs boson M 2 .
For the measure σ num of uncertainty of our numerical model ∂V ∂|h| num of ∂VSM ∂|h| we adopted the following expression:
Our numerical model gives the value of σ num less than 7%.
III. THE WIDTH OF DOMAIN WALLS

A. Toy model
Before proceeding to calculations within the SM we will describe our general setup in a simple toy model,
The above Lagrangian density (14) with = 0 exhibits a Z 2 symmetry realised by φ → −φ. For = 0 two minima are degenerated, while non-zero breaks this degeneracy and renders one of them unstable.
The eom derived from (14) in the Minkowski gravitational background takes the form:
We are interested in a time independent solution (soliton solution). We will consider planar walls i.e. solutions with a translational symmetry in two space dimensions. Assuming φ(t, x, y, z) = ϕ(x), our Lagrangian density (14) (with = 0) simplifies to
where prime is a derivative with respect to x. This Lagrangian density has a translational symmetry in x and the corresponding conservation law. The associated conserved quantity is
Using conservation of E we get first-order differential equation:
which can be easily integrated,
for appropriate values of φ 1 and φ 2 . Choosing x 1 = φ 1 = 0 we get our soliton solution
is a width of the wall. We can also calculate surface potential energy, using
Most of the energy of the wall is concentrated at distances of the order of w 0 from the center of the wall,
This justifies the estimation of the domain wall thickness by the quantity w 0 .
Finally it is important to stress that the time-independent soliton solution for a planar domain wall does not exist if the minima of the potential are non-degenerate. We show this fact in appendix A.
B. Standard Model
The estimation of the physical width of domain walls is critical for numerical simulations of their dynamics. The width must be at least a few times larger than the lattice spacing (i.e. the physical distance between neighbouring points) used in the simulation in order to assure sufficient accuracy to model profiles of walls. On the other hand, if we choose the lattice spacing too small (walls will spread over too many lattice points) only few walls will fit into finite lattice. If only small number of walls will be present on the lattice, then dynamics of the network of domain walls will be reproduced poorly in the simulation. Many authors [14, 15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] used simulations with the physical width of walls varying from 2 to 100 lattice spacing.
As discussed in section II the Higgs effective potential has two non-equivalent minima with very different values of the potential. The analysis in appendix A shows that in such a case the timeindependent soliton solution of the eom does not exist. We estimate the width of domain walls in the SM using the approach presented in subsection III A based on the first integral of the eom. Firstly we calculate the value h 2 of the Higgs field which gives the same value of the effective potential as the value h EW taken by the field in the electroweak vacuum and bigger than the local maximum. Next, we use an analogue of eq. (21):
and eq. (20): We have found valuesφ 1 andφ 2 such that V SM (φ 1 ) = V SM (φ 2 ) and
Our estimation of the width of domain walls in the SM gives:
The potential energy density as a function of the distance in the direction perpendicular to the domain wall surface for the approximated solution (24) is presented in figure 2 . The value x = 0 on the horizontal axis corresponds to ϕ(0) =φ 1 . We chose the physical lattice spacing l (i.e. the physical distance between neighbouring lattice sites) to be equal to 10 −10 GeV −1 , so the width of the walls is of the order of 40 l. We used consistently the units of 10
10 GeV through the paper.
IV. THE DECAY OF DOMAIN WALLS
Cosmological domain walls are subject to many experimental constraints. Generally the energy density of a network of domain walls is predicted to decreases slower then the energy density of both: the radiation and the dust, so long lived domain walls would dominate the Universe. The equation of state of the network of domain walls is restricted to −2/3 < w X < −1/3, which is ruled out by the present data for a single component Dark Energy. Domain walls which lived long enough to be present during the recombination would produce unacceptably large fluctuations of CMBR. Moreover domain walls formed by the Higgs field are constrained by the following requirement: the final product of their decay must be the EW vacuum. For these reasons the time and the final state of the process of the decay of SM domain walls are the most obvious observables which can be compared with measurements.
Our simulations were started with three initial conditions:
• initial conformal time η start ,
• initial mean value of the field strength θ,
• initial standard deviation σ.
Initial conformal time η start is determined by the time at which domain walls are formed in the early Universe. However the initial time of the simulation must be earlier, in order to smooth out the initial numerical fluctuations by the field evolution. The time of the formation of a network of domain walls can be determined from the evolution of statistical quantities calculated in the simulation. Our simulations were run with the initial conformal time ranging from 10 −4 l = 10 −14 GeV −1 to 10 l = 10 −9 GeV −1 . The comparison of the simulated dynamics of domain walls formed at different times are presented in subsection IV A.
On the basis of discussion in [19] we assumed that an initial distribution of the field strength is given by the probability distribution
We studied the evolution of networks of domain walls initialised with different values of θ and σ in order to accommodate variety of processes leading to the formation of the walls. According to [14] the final state and the time of the decay of networks of domain walls depends on the fraction of the space occupied by the field strength corresponding to the global minimum of the potential, the bias between minima (i.e. the difference between values of the potential at minima) and the value of the derivative on both sides of the local maximum separating the minima. In the case of the SM Higgs the scalar potential strongly favors the global minimum. As a result final states of the evolution of initial configurations dominated by field strengths from the basin of attraction of the global minimum are determined to be the superplanckian minimum which is excluded by experiments. However a fate of configurations dominated by field strengths from the basin of attraction of the EWSB minimum are not a priori known. Thus we concentrated on initial conditions which produces such configurations. We considered values of parameters θ and σ of the probability distribution (27) such that
in order to produce initial configurations dominated by the EWSB vacuum. The analysis of the dependence of the decay time on the mean value and the standard deviation is given in subsection IV B. Initial conditions cannot be deduced from the dynamics of domain walls and must be derived from a model of the evolution of the early Universe (for example an inflationary model). Our results can be thought as a constraint on the space of models of the early Universe.
A. Dependence on the initial time ηstart
We run simulations for five different initialisation conformal times η start with θ = 0 and different σ = O 10 10 GeV . Even though observed decay times are of the same order for all 
The time dependence of the fraction of lattice sites occupied by field on the electroweak side of the barrier
for small (a) and moderate (b) contribution of EW vacuum at initialisation.
considered initialisation times, we observe a differences in the evolution of early formed (i.e. η start < l = 10 −10 GeV −1 ) and late formed (i.e. η start > l) domain walls. For initial conditions providing the configuration of the field where the electroweak vacuum strongly dominates, late domain walls decay faster then early ones. This issue is presented in figure 3a in which we plot the evolution of the ratio of the number of lattice sites occupied by the field strength belonging to the basin of attraction of the electroweak minimum to the size of the lattice V EW V . For more moderate contribution of EW vacuum in initial conditions the decay time of late domain walls can be longer than for early ones. The example of this situation is illustrated in figure 3b.
For late domain walls and the moderate contribution of the EW vacuum at the initialisation time η start we observe oscillations in the evolution of networks. The surface of domain walls increases and decreases several times before their complete decay. The example of such behaviour is given in figure 4a which presents the evolution of the surface in conformal time for the same simulations which were used in figure 3b. In figure 4b we plot kinetic (dashed) and potential (dotted) energies of field configurations as functions of conformal time η for the late initialisation time η start = l. The comparison of the time dependence of these two forms of the energy reveals that observed oscillations are due to the exchange between potential and kinetic energies of walls.
For nearly equal contribution of both vacua at initialisation time late domain walls decay longer than early ones, as illustrated by the plot in figure 5a. It is worth stressing that for simulations presented in figure 5a V EW decreases initially, however finally the EW vacuum dominates the lattice. The decay of the domain walls leading to the final state without the EW vacuum is possible even for the initial configuration with slight dominance of the EW vacuum. These scenario is realised by the example shown in figure 5b.
We observe decay times of networks of domain walls ranging from 0.7 l = 7 × 10 −11 GeV −1 for initial conditions with the contribution of the high energy minimum of the order of a few percents, up to 1 l = 1.3 × 10 −9 GeV −1 in the case of nearly equal contributions of both vacua at initialisation. In all cases the decay time displays the weak dependence on the initialisation time η start . for nearly equal contributions of both vacua at initialisation time.
B. Dependence on mean value and variation of the field strength
We considered cases when the sum of the mean field value θ and some fraction 1 f of the standard deviation σ is equal to the position v max of the local maximum of the potential at the initialisation time η start . We restricted the initial standard deviation to 10 −3 θ ≤ σ ≤ θ. for the network of domain walls initialised at the time η start = 10 l is presented in figure 6b .
For f = 2 simulations start with ratio V EW V equal to 69 %. As for the previous case the evolution of networks displays the weak dependence on the value of σ and for all simulations the final state is the EW vacuum. Decay times for early domain walls are longer if f = 2, then for f = 1, and are of the order of 3.5 l = 3.5 × 10 −10 GeV −1 . For late domain walls decay times for both cases are of the order of 14 l = 1.4 × 10 −9 GeV −1 . The time dependence of
for networks of domain walls initialised at the time η start = 10 −4 l is presented in figure 7a and for ones initialised at the time η start = 10 l is presented in figure 7b. For late domain walls i.e. 10 l ≤ η start ≤ 10 3 l we observed oscillations.
For f = 5 simulations start with ratio
equal to 58 %. For f = 5 decay times for both early and late domain walls are longer then for f = 2 and f = 1. For early domain walls these times are of the order of 6 l = 6 × 10 −10 GeV −1 and for late domain walls are of the order of 20 l = 2 × 10 −9 GeV −1 . The time dependence of
for networks of domain walls initialised at the time η start = 10 −4 l is presented in figure 8a and for ones initialised at the time η start = 10 l is presented in figure 8b. For late domain walls i.e. 10 l ≤ η start ≤ 10 3 l we observe oscillations.
C. Dependence on the size of the lattice and statistical fluctuations
For each set of initialisation conditions we run at least one simulation on the lattice of the size of 512 3 and five simulations on the lattice of the size of 256 3 . First five runs on the lattice of the constant size were the base for analysis of statistical fluctuations of results obtained from simulations. Our code populates randomly the values of the field strength on the lattice at the initialisation, based on the probability distribution (27) . To be trustworthy our simulation should display only a weak dependence of the evolution of statistical variables on fluctuations of the field strength at the initialisation as far as they correspond to the same probability distribution. The plot in figure 9 presents variances (dashed lines) (dashed) and standard deviations σ 512 3 (dotted) for runs on lattices of different sizes.
(where average · is over performed runs and· means averaging over the lattice) of the evolution of the mean value of the field strength as a function of conformal time for five different runs on the lattice of the size 256 3 . These variances are compared with the standard deviation (dotted lines) σ i (understood as average over the lattice) of the field strength. We found that the standard deviation ofφ is much bigger than differences of the value ofφ between different runs.
Secondly comparing results for different lattice sizes we can investigate for numerical artefacts in our implementation. The dependence of results on the size of the lattice should be weak for large enough lattice sizes. The plot in figure 10 shows the comparison of calculated evolution of the mean value of the field strengthφ on two lattice sizes 512 3 and 256 3 . The differences between results
of five runs on the smaller lattice and one run on the bigger lattice (dashed lines) are much smaller then the standard deviation σ 512 3 (an average over the lattice) of the field strength computed on the big lattice.
V. ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING THE SPECTRUM OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Computation of the spectrum of GWs based on General Relativity uses the Einstein equation coupled to the eom of the Higgs field. We will use an algorithm based on the linear perturbation expansion of the metric tensor around the Friedman-Robertson-Walker background solution:
GWs are transverse waves, so h ij must be transverse ∂ i h ij = 0 and traceless h ii = 0. Linearised Einstein equation leads to equation
where T T T is the transverse-traceless part of the stress tensor T of the Higgs field. In our perturbative expansion the stress tensor T is approximated by
Let us introduceh
and its Fourier transform
Using these variables we can rewrite the Einstein equation (32) as
In the radiation dominated era, which is our primary interest, term 1 a ∂ η 2 a vanishes [24] . The simplified version of the above equation can be solved using the retarded Green function:
where η i is the value of conformal time before which the source T T T ij appeared. The solution for the case of the vanishing source reads
where η f is the initial conformal time for this solution. Assuming that η i is the time of creation of domain walls and η f is the time of their decay we can obtain the perturbation h ij of the metric tensor at the time of matter-radiation equality, by matching solutions of (37) and (38) at η f .
Another advantage of using the Fourier transform h ij is that the traverse-traceless part of energymomentum tensor can be expressed in compact form
using projection operators
According to eq. (39) we calculated six independent arrays of ∂ x i φ∂ x j φ using second-order method and then using fast Fourier transform to obtain energy-momentum tensor T T T ij . Projection operators O were calculated in advance for three different families of directions: along edges (k i ∝ δ 1i , δ 2i , δ 3i ), along diagonals of walls (k i ∝ δ 1i + δ 2i , δ 2i + δ 3i , δ 3i + δ 1i ) and along the diagonal (k i ∝ δ 1i + δ 2i + δ 3i ) of the cubic array of momenta. As indicated in [24] the average energy density ρ gw of gravitational waves with sub-horizon lengths (i.e. ones which can be observed directly) can be approximated as follows:
According to [24] the average · should be understood as an integration over volume V of the linear sizes larger then the wave length and integration over time equal to the period T . It is worth stressing that integrating over volume V qualifies us to use orthogonality relation for different wave vectors modes. These observation justify the validity of the concept of energy density generated by one mode of waves :
After substituting solution from eq. (38) into eq. (42) one obtains:
Energy density generated by one mode gw (η, k) can be expressed as:
using the mentioned matching and the solution given by eq. (37). In this paper we are mostly interested in the spectrum of gravitational waves' energy density per unit logarithmic frequency interval:
where S 2 dΩ k denotes the integration over the direction of the wave vector k. Last equality in eq. (45) defines the function S which was calculated in our numerical simulations. 4 Using the solution given by eq. (44) the function S can be expressed as:
4 Let us stress that S is the different function then the function S k defined in [24] .
In cubic lattice simulations the integral over directions of wave vector proves difficult, because only small number of vectors on the lattice have the same length. For example, there are only six different vectors of the length equal to 1 (in units of the lattice spacing): (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (−1, 0, 0), (0, −1, 0), (0, 0, −1) belonging to three different edges (coinciding with three axes).
In the isotropic Universe, the spectrum of gravitational waves generated from the network of many domain walls should be nearly isotropic, so we approximated the function S using the average over vectors from three families: along edges, along diagonals of walls and along the diagonal of the cubic array of momenta.
A. Spectrum today
During the evolution of the Universe gravitational waves produced by the network of domain walls were stretched by the expansion. In this subsection we will present methods used to estimate the red-shifted spectrum. As noted previously the spectrum before the epoch of the matter-radiation equality can be computed using solution (38) from eq. (45):
where η EQ is the conformal time at which the energy densities of matter and radiation are equal and η dec is conformal time at which the decay of domain walls has ended. The factor
4 which is determined by the evolution of the scale factor in the radiation domination epoch (eq. (7)), can be easily computed.
The value of the Hubble constant at the time of equality of matter and radiation energy densities can be calculated assuming simple scaling of these densities:
from present values of the Hubble constant H 0 and fractions of the critical density Ω M , Ω R . The value of the Hubble constant at conformal time after the decay of domain walls can be computed from parameters of the simulation:
The ratio ain a dec is relevant for the theories in which radiation domination epoch begins at very low energy scales. In most inflationary scenarios this value is negligible. Using (48) and (49) we obtain
Furthermore in order to obtain the present spectrum of GWs we need to calculate how the energy density of GWs has changed from the epoch of equality to the present day. Assuming that the energy density of GWs scales as a −4 we can write:
where η 0 is the present time and z EQ is the red-shift to the epoch of matter-radiation equality. The energy density of gravitational waves dρgw d log |k| (η) is usually presented as a fraction Ω gw (η) of the critical density ρ cr (η) := M P l 2 H 2 (η). Finally we must calculate present frequencies associated with our wave vectors. The wavelength λ dec of the GW with the comoving wave vector k at the time of the decay of domain walls satisfies:
On the other hand the present wavelength λ 0 satisfies similar equation:
Equating k 2π from eqs. (52) and (53) we estimated the red-shift of the wave frequency to be equal to:
Hz.
(54)
VI. SPECTRUM OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Previous studies of GWs [18] emitted during the decay of domain walls have shown that existence of the maximum at the frequency corresponding to the Hubble radius H dec −1 at the time of the decay is a generic property of their spectrum. Using eq. (54) one can estimate that the spectrum of GWs from SM domain walls is peaked at the value of the order of
where η dec is the conformal time at which our domain walls have decayed. Using eq. (49) and our observation that the decay usually ends at the conformal time of the order of 10 −9 GeV −1 one estimates f peak ∼ 7.96 × 10 6 Hz.
For nearly degenerate minima one can estimate the energy density of GWs at the peak using semi-analytic expression [17, 18 ]
where σ wall is the surface energy density (tension) of domain walls and˜ gw , A are respectively efficiency and scaling parameters determined in numerical simulations of λφ 
The relic density of GWs will further decreases after the emission and is estimated to be of the order of
today.
The estimated peak frequency is higher than frequencies measurable in planned detectors of GWs and the estimated relic density is many orders of magnitude lower then predicted sensitivities for these detectors. However according to eqs. (55) and (58) decreasing the value of H dec will simultaneously decrease the peak frequency f peak and increase the relic density Ω gw .
Calculating the spectrum of gravitational waves in lattice simulations encounters even more complications. The modified eom (B1) with α = 3 and β = 0 cannot be used in this calculation, because the modification of eom disturbs the dynamics of the short wavelength fluctuations. For the unmodified eom the width of the domain walls decreases as ∝ a −2 . The width of the domain walls expressed in units of lattice spacing cannot be too small in order to model correctly the profile of walls. This requirement significantly restricts the dynamical range of the simulation and only late domain walls (η start = O(10 −9 GeV −1 )) can be investigated in our simulation. Moreover as noticed in [18] , algorithm presented in section V produces a spectrum that diverges as k 3 (due to the factor |k| 3 in (46)) for random initialisation of the field strength. Following [18] we introduced a cut-off scale of the order of the width of domain walls in the Fourier transform of the initialisation distribution.
The evolution of the network of domain walls with the setup used for calculation of the spectrum of GWs (however performed on the smaller lattice size 128
3 ) is presented in the figure 11 . The isosurface of the field strength φ corresponding to the position of the maximum of the effective potential v max approximated by the interpolation from values at lattice sites is visualized for four different conformal times: η = 10 −9 GeV −1 (initialization time) and η = 1.2 × 10 −9 GeV −1 , η = 1.3 × 10 −9 GeV −1 , η = 1.4 × 10 −9 GeV −1 . In the first panel 11a we see a rich structure of the network produced by the initialization algorithm which decays during the simulation (panels 11b and 11c), ending with only a few bubbles (panel 11d). Figure 12 presents the function S(k) defined by eq. (46) expressed in units of the lattice spacing. S(k) was computed as an average over 5 simulations which were initialised with condition θ = v max + σ for σ = 10
8 GeV and σ = 10 9 GeV at the initial conformal time η start = 10 l with a start := a(η start ) = 1 5 . Simulations ended at the conformal time equal to η end = 20 l with a end := a(η end ) = 4. The width of domain walls at this time was of the order of 10 l. The obtained spectrum is peaked at wave vectors of the order of k peak ∼ 0.05 l −1 , corresponding to the frequency f peak ∼ 3 × 10 8 GeV. We assumed that a in = 0 and the value of Hubble constant is equal to 1 a end η end . In figure 13 we plotted the spectrum of GWs Ω gw at the end of the simulation as a function of the frequency f in units of Hz.
In figure 14a we plotted the spectrum of GWs Ω gw at present time and in figure 14b the present spectrum for the case of non-standard cosmology ain a end = 0.1. Our simulations predict the amplitude lower than the one predicted by the semi-analytical method. However in our simulations we observe a dependence of the amplitude of the spectrum on the amplitude of initial fluctuations. Extrapolating our results we find that for fluctuations of the order of 10 10 GeV, the amplitude of the spectrum predicted by semi-analytical method can be reproduced. Moreover the position of the peak in the spectrum calculated in simulations scales differently with H dec than it is predicted by the semi-analytical method. The time of the decay of domain walls is weakly dependent on the value of H dec . However, the red-shift is lower for lower values of H dec and the frequency of the peak grows. The discrepancy arises, because the semianalytical method assumes emergence of scaling regime in the evolution of domain walls (period in the evolution with nearly constant number of domain walls in comoving horizon) which is absent in the evolution of investigated domain walls. If domain walls decay through the scaling regime then most of the energy is carried away by GWs emitted at the end of the decay (this is the least red-shifted contribution) and these GWs build up the peak of the spectrum. As numerical simulations have shown, Higgs domain walls decayed shortly after they entered the comoving horizon, and the value of the Hubble constant H dec determines (in our parametrization) only the moment in the history of the Universe at which the decay happened. Although the redshift of the peak of the spectrum of Higgs domain walls is given by the value of H dec , GWs corresponding to the peak were not necessarily emitted at the time corresponding to the Hubble constant equal to H dec .
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper we investigated the possibility of formation of a network of SM domain walls. We concentrated on evolution and decay of such a network and left open the question of an underlying cosmological model which leads to initial conditions facilitating its creation. We described these processes using numerical simulations performed on the lattice using PRS algorithm. Main observables in our simulations were the conformal time at which the network of domain walls decays and the spectrum of GWs emitted during this decay.
In section III we show how the width of domain walls in a simple λφ 4 model can be obtained with the first integral. We use this method to estimate the width of SM domain walls. This approximation leads to the width of the order of 4 × 10
GeV . The width of domain walls in our simulations must be a few times bigger than the lattice spacing. We use lattice spacing equal to l = 10 10 GeV. Our simulations show that domain walls, interpolating between minima of the RG improved effective potential of the SM, decay shortly after their formation. Decay times range from 8 × 10 −11 GeV −1 to 3 × 10 −9 GeV −1 . Such short lifetimes exclude a scenario in which SM domain walls dominate the Universe leading to large distortion of the CMBR. On the other hand networks of domain walls could produce large fluctuations in the energy density of matter if the walls survive till late times or become re-created. These fluctuations could be a seed for structure formation and would leave their imprints in the CMBR. Investigation of such fluctuations is beyond the scope of this paper and we postpone it for future work. It is interesting to note, that the creation of the network which ends up in the electroweak vacuum percolating through the Universe is not as difficult to obtain as one may think, although it requires certain tuning of initial conditions.
The second signature of the existence of the network of SM domain walls are gravitational waves emitted during the decay of domain walls. GWs have an advantage that they interact with matter very weakly after their emission and the spectrum of their energy density has stayed nearly unchanged during the evolution of the Universe except for the red-shift.
We calculate the spectrum of GWs in our numerical simulation using the algorithm (described in section V) which was previously used to predict the spectrum of primordial GWs produced during inflation and GWs produced by domain walls in λφ 4 model. In figure 15 obtained spectra (solid) of GWs are compared with predicted sensitivity (dashed) of future detectors: aLIGO [25] , ET [26] , LISA, LISA:TNG [27] , DECIGO and BBO [28] .
Short inspection of the plot from figure 15 reveals that assumption about the standard cosmological evolution and validity of SM up to very high scales exclude the detection of GWs emitted by SM domain walls in upcoming years. However, both of these assumptions can be weakened. The present energy density of GWs produced by domain walls could be greater if the evolution of the Universe before formation of domain walls was different then in the standard scenario. Models predicting very low scale of inflation [29] or including new components of energy density which shorten the radiation domination period [30, 31] would result in larger ain a dec (or lower H dec ). However this possibility is hard to investigate using lattice simulations due to their small dynamical range and require semi-analytical extrapolation. Moreover recent experimental bounds on the size of nonrenormalizable interactions of SM particles are very weak. The recent studies [3] have shown that the inclusion of the nonrenormalizable operators in the Lagrangian density (which corresponds to the assumption that the scale at which the SM breaks down is smaller than the Planck scale M P l ) modify the behaviour of the effective potential V eff at high scales and can even make EW vacuum stable. The scenario of nearly degenerate minima of Higgs potential due to inclusion of |H| 6 operator has been recently investigated in [17] . The analysis presented in [17] shows that for small difference in potential density of two minima, the decay time of domain walls is longer, leading to the increased energy density of emitted GWs. Moreover for very small differences the energy density can be high enough for GWs to be detectable in future interferometer detectors. The future detection of GWs emitted from decaying Higgs domain walls, although not likely, would point toward non-standard cosmological scenarios and its significance for both particle physics and cosmology is hard to overestimate. 
then the constant E (17) is equal to 0 for this solution (ϕ E=0 ). The solution ϕ E=0 satisfies the equation:
It is now obvious that ϕ E=0 can be equal to 0 only in the v 0 minimum, so the only bounded solution ϕ E=0 is the trivial one ϕ E=0 = v 0 . In the case when
the constant E (17) will take the value δV . There are at least three points φ δV which satisfy
and ϕ E=δV (x 0 ) can be equal to 0 for the x 0 such that ϕ E=δV (x) = φ δV . The potential from eq. (14) plotted in figure 16 illustrates the generic situation. The three mentioned points are denoted as 1, 2 and 3, where point 1 corresponds to the local minimum with energy δV > 0. There is a solution for which
however as the field ϕ reaches point 2 the first derivative ϕ E=δV goes to 0. Using (15) :
one finds that the second derivative ϕ E=δV is negative at 2, so after reaching this value, the value of the field will decrease and finally lim x→+∞ ϕ(x) = v δV .
